APPLIED AI

Use our AI Experts
to Build YOUR AI Capabilities
The Clusterone Applied AI team offers professional services in solutions design and research. They provide customers with the expertise needed to successfully execute
complex machine learning projects and make the most of
the Clusterone deep learning platform.

APPLIED AI CUSTOMER SOLUTIONS
The Customer Solutions team provides solutions design and installation of the Clusterone technology for
high profile clients that need additional help and expertise.
The team consists of world class Machine Learning / Deep Learning engineers (most of which have PhDs in
related fields).
The Customer Solutions team excels at implementing a known solution into the customer’s technology stack
or workflow. The team typically works in collaboration with the customer’s in-house engineers and experts.

APPLIED AI RESEARCH
The research team offers algorithm development from the ground up and develops new solutions to previously
unsolved problems.
The team consists of research scientists with an academic background (PhD, Post-doc) within AI, Machine
Learning, or a related field.
The research team spearheads Clusterone’s expertise on the theoretical foundations of today’s state-of-theart Machine Learning and Deep Learning algorithms.

APPLIED AI WORKFLOW
Problem
Definition

Data Collection
and Preparation

Model Development
and Training

RESEARCH
Suitable when the problem doesn’t have known
solutions and requires ground-up algorithm
development
Core expertise is within state-of-the-art ML/DL
research
World class ML/DL scientists: PhDs & Postdocs
in CS and AI
Typically work in collaboration with the Customer
Solutions engineers

Model Deployment
and Operationalization

Continuous
Solution

CUSTOMER SOLUTIONS
Suitable when the problem has known/knowable
solutions
Responsible for solutions design and installation
of the Clusterone platform
World class ML/DL engineers: degrees and/or
PhD in related fields
Typically work in collaboration with the in-house
engineers/experts

APPLIED AI TEAM
WORLD-CLASS
SCIENTISTS & ENGINEERS

with technical experience
and training from:

85% of the team has PhDs
spanning:
Computer Science, Astrophysics,
Bio-physics, Nuclear Engineering,
Robotics

100%

of the team has experience
with large-scale industry
projects in ML/DL

PRICING
The Applied AI pricing structure for both customized solutions and research varies with either on-site or
remote delivery, and hourly, daily, or monthly billing. For a solution that works best for you, please email
Babak Rasolzadeh, VP of Applied AI, at appliedai@clusterone.com.
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